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Abstract:
The aim of this study is to see the correlation of mastering eight basic tenses towards the public speaking ability of 6th semester students. This research used qualitative method. The information was collected by employing questionnaire to indicate the participant’s perceptions about mastering eight basic tenses towards the general public speaking ability and also the explanations behind such opinion. The subject was 50 students that studied in the department of English Education in one amongst private university in Medan, North Sumatra. The finding found that the there is a correlation of mastering eight basic tenses towards the public speaking ability students. They believed that eight basic tenses grammar in this case is important as their starting point if they want to be able to speak. They also believed that it will be appalling if they speak English with wrong grammar. Students also mentioned that it is a problem of pronunciation, confidence and the fear of being criticized by the audience that hamper them from speaking English.
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1. Introduction

In teaching English Grammar, most of the teacher start from explaining about auxiliary verbs, the function of it, how to use it, how to put it in correct form of grammar. This is done with an intention to make the students master the grammar and how they apply it in sentences or use it when they want to speak. Auxiliary in grammar is a helping element, typically a verb that adds meaning to the basic meaning of the main verb in a clause. Auxiliaries can convey information about tense, mood, person, and number. An auxiliary verb occurs with a main verb that is in the form of an infinitive or a
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participle. Since auxiliary verbs help the main verb in a sentence, one way to help the class remember this is to refer to them as ‘helping verbs’ as well as ‘auxiliary verbs’. Also, instead of simply giving them the definition and examples auxiliary verbs, they are asked to try to find out what they already know. It’s sometimes surprising how much students have learned independently. Auxiliary play an important part for the students to able to master grammar and after that it also impacts their ability to speak, because when students able to create sentence they are also able to speak. Moreover, it also includes many vocabularies. Teaching tenses in Indonesia can also be considered as grammar content as Ur (1996) also defines grammar as a strategy of putting words together to make correct sentences. Radford (1998) describes grammar as principles which administer the construction and understanding of lexical, phrases and sentences. It is also supported by Crystal (1994) in which grammar is deemed as a methodical inquiry of a language and is conventionally categorized into morphology and syntax.

Speaking of problem in mastering public speaking will be not far from tenses, and that is the reason this study occurs. The 8 basic tenses are present tense, past tense, present continuous tense, past continuous tense, present future tense, past future tense, present perfect tense, and past perfect tense. These 8 tenses have been taught by the teacher in the class, so all students have the same starting point. A particular important form of token-reflexive symbol is found in the tenses of verbs. Reichenbach (2005) defined tenses as a component in the language that determines time with reference to the time point of the act of speech, i.e, of the token uttered. The choice of simple, continuous, perfect is governed by several aspects, and not on an unyielding set of grammatical rules. It appears to be quite problematic for the foreign language student to be capable of using the language applicably for the appropriate circumstances. It is because they have not developed on the stressed points efficiently and as a result, they fail to get the message across (Çakır, 2011). Tense is a substance of nuance that is the shifting of the form of a verb by giving an addition or exclusion of a morpheme. The term "tense" refers commonly to a verb form, not to sequential interval (Graver, 1986). Structurally speaking, there are two main tenses; present and past. Future is included in the present. On the other hand, there are three tenses in English; present, past and future. First language interference and existing distinctions are some problems in the learning of the use of these forms.

Public speaking is one of skill that is very important for university students, they need to talk in public one day, or when they present seminar for their thesis. Speaking is often considered timid, so that many teachers and students avoid teaching and learning it. The success of English learning is seen generally through the speaking ability. According to Hasibuan and Ansyari (2007), many language learners regard speaking ability as a measure of knowing a language. The problem of this study is seeing the correlation of teaching mastering eight basic tenses towards the public speaking ability of 6th semester students. Dolman (1992) stated that public speaking is significantly different from teacher performances, which isn't conventionalized imitation of life. It is life itself, a natural function of life, a true person in a very real communication with
neighbors. It means one’s ability of delivering what’s on their mind is incredibly important to send the message to audience, this process needs the power to rearrange the sentence from what the sender thought into auditory communication. Within the case of English as foreign language, the power of master the English language first is extremely essential.

2. Methodology

This research used qualitative method. Mack (2011) argued that qualitative research shares these characteristics. It attempts to understand a given research problem or subject from the points of the nearby populace it includes. Qualitative research is especially successful in getting socially data about the qualities, conclusions, practices, and social settings of specific populaces. The information were collected employing a written questionnaire to indicate the participant’s perceptions about mastering eight basic tenses towards the general public speaking ability and also the explanations behind such opinion. The information was collected using means of close-ended questionnaire items with multiple choices and Likert Scale formats.

The subject was 50 students that study English Education in one amongst private university in Medan, Sumatera Utara. The qualitative data were collected to explore the rationales behind their preferences. Qualitative research is an umbrella term that asks several research strategies that share certain characteristics. Qualitative designs were typically a well-considered and reasonable combination of sampling, and data collection, analysis, techniques. The process of collecting data were first the researchers teach the students for the eight basic tenses, after that the researcher give exercise for the students. It follows by giving some questions to support the data.

3. Findings

The researcher got the complete data from all the research instruments. The researcher had analyzed the data systematically and accurately. The data was analyzed in order to draw conclusion about the objective of the study. Researcher described the findings for the first item as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Participants (f)</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
<th>Number of Correct Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table 1 above showed the participants’ percentage score range of 8 basic tenses. From the table we can see that none of the students get correct answers when doing the eight basic tenses exercise. It is followed by 2 out of 50 students who have 7 of 8 correct questions in doing the eight basic tenses. The students were asked “Do you feel nervous when your teacher ask you to speak English in front of the class?” and they answered “No, because I always try to look less nervous in front of the class to make it look more relaxed”, “Honestly yes. Because I had to prepare the words and grammar particularly tenses properly”; when asked “Do you like to speak in front of many people? Why and why not?” And they answered “Yes I do. Because people think I’m smart if I talk in front of class”; when asked “Do you like to speak in English with your friends? Why and why not?”, and the answered “I like, but sometimes lack of vocabulary was a barrier as well as wrong grammar and tenses”.

It is continued by 3 out of 50 students who got corrects 6 of 8 questions in doing the eight basic tenses. One of the students was asked “Do you feel nervous when your teacher ask you to speak English in front of the class?” and the answer was “yes sometimes I feel nervous because there are still many English vocabulary words that I don’t know”; when asked “Do you like to speak in front of many people? Why and why not?” And the answer was “Yes, I do. Because while I speak English with my friends I am enjoying, happy and if I make faults in my speaking of English, my friends can explain or say that it is false grammar for me to speak English”; when asked “Do you like to speak in English with your friends? Why and why not?”, and the answer was “Sometimes, because I’m shy”.

7 out of 50 students have got 5 of 8 correct questions in doing the eight basic tenses. One of the student was asked “Do you feel nervous when your teacher ask you to speak English in front of the class?” and the answer was “I don’ feel confident when teacher ask me to explain material in English front of the class, because I don’t feel fluent in English yet and I find it difficult to convey what I want to say comfortably and grammatically especially tenses.”; when asked “Do you like to speak in front of many people? Why and why not?” And the answer was “I like but I rarely speak English with my friends, but I’ve tried to get used to speaking with my friends”; when asked “Do you like to speak in English with your friends? Why and why not?”, and the answer was, “No, because it is not our habit and tenses is difficult.”

20 out of 50 students got 4 of 8 correct questions in doing the eight basic tenses. One of the students was asked “Do you feel nervous when your teacher ask you to speak English in front of the class?” and the answer was “No, I don’t. I always think that I can’t be better than my friends. I’m afraid to make grammar mistake like tenses and also vocabulary and I’m insecure easily”; when asked “Do you like to speak in front of many people? Why and why not?” And the answer was, “no because I’m afraid that my grammar is wrong and people will criticize me”; when asked “Do you like to speak in English with your friends? Why and why not?”, and the answer was, “no, because I’m afraid if my grammar is wrong.”

Moreover, 18 out of 50 students got 3 of 8 corrects questions in doing the eight basic tenses. One of the students was asked “Do you feel nervous when your teacher ask you to speak English in front of the class?” and the answer was “yes, I feel nervous when the teacher asks you to pronounce the fear of speaking English incorrectly in front of the class”; when asked “Do you like to speak in front of many people? Why and why not?” And the answer was “No,
because I’m not too confident if I don’t really know what I want to say”; when asked “Do you like to speak in English with your friends? Why and why not?”, and the answer was “I like it, although sometimes it is mixed with Indonesian as tenses can be confusing.”

The respondents indicated in further questionnaire that the correlation of mastering basic tenses towards the public speaking ability students are indeed important, they believe grammar is 8 basic tenses which becomes their starting point if they want to be able to speak. They believe that it will be shameful if they speak English with wrong grammar or tenses. But not only that they also mention that it is a problem of pronunciation, confidence and the fear of criticize by the audience. Respondents mostly highlighted the grammar as equal to the tenses. From the findings, it also shows that there only two respondents that got seven correct questions. However, apart from the tenses, they are also lack of vocabulary. This is similar to the research conducted by Handayani (2013) which emphasizes the difficulty faced by students in public speaking begun at the level of speaking grammatically since grammar has voluminous rules. However, the study discusses the grammar usage into two categories; they are the function of grammar in public speaking and the grammar awareness in public speaking.

A study conducted by Muhlis (2017) investigates foreign language reading anxiety among Indonesian EFL Senior High School students through a survey research design and questionnaires. The finding discovered that 71.9% students observed anxiety in medium level. The second finding also resulted that there were two foremost potential causes of anxiety namely text features and personal factors. The text features include unknown vocabulary (49% students agreed), unfamiliar topic (40% students agreed), and unfamiliar culture (38% students agreed). Vocabulary as a problem is also mentioned by samples in the present study. On the other hand, under the concept of personal factors, there are two sources of foreign language reading anxiety including fear of making errors (39% students agreed) and worry about reading effects (28% students agreed). The present study is also in alignment to Wati and Widyantoro (2019) research which data were collected by observations and interviews and found that the students’ linguistic limitation became problematic in the students’ speech process. The study revealed that students lacked vocabulary and understanding grammar became an obstacle in students’ speech.

4. Conclusion

Grammar is an imperative that rule the linguistic conduct of an individual that has variety in its every usage, depend on the context. When it comes to public speaker, it becomes the form how the speaker uses the grammar to deliver purpose in speaking. The study found that the there is a correlation of mastering eight basic tenses towards the public speaking ability students. Students believed that eight basic tenses grammar in this case is important as their starting point if they want to be able to speak. They also believed that it will be appalling if they speak English with wrong grammar.
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